Exchequer Tools

ExFusion
Server

Fast, easy to use, ExFusion makes Advanced Exchequer integration to other business
systems scalable, flexible and affordable.
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Application
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ExFusion Server is a standalone multi-threaded application designed as a conduit for
bi-directional data flow, providing fast data access from Pervasive SQL directly through
ODBC, writing into either the Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle MySQL out of the box. It
has no dependencies on the Exchequer DLL for exporting data and its write back
protocols are fully supported by Advanced.



Only 1 Pervasive
license used



No Exchequer
License Required

It can also be customised to write to any other database system.



Only 1 COM Toolkit
license required.



32bit Windows
Application

Total Integration: A middle tier technology that revolutionises Exchequer data
exchange with any other business system.

Utilising the ExSync engine technology, ExFusion Server enterprise software is a modular
framework, using a comprehensive scheduler to initiate import and export data
exchange. It provides the ability to move any Advanced Exchequer data into other
backend business databases and at the same time write records and transactions
back into Exchequer. Unlike other integration systems ExFusion requires and uses
just ONE Pervasive SQL licence and ONE Com Toolkit licence, and requires NO
exchequer user license.
All date/time and floating point fields are converted, getting the data into usable
industry standard formats.

The robust and proven ExSync engine has the capability of moving millions of records an
hour and is recognised as the fastest product of its kind on the market. The only
limitation on this is the central processing unit (CPU) and memory of the host machine
(Server or PC).
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ExFusion
Server
To power our solutions we recommend IBM products. They provide cost
effective, robust hardware with powerful performance and scalability whilst
offering excellent support.
Uses to date:
Fully integrated e-commerce with orders written directly into Exchequer as sales
quotations or sales orders respecting customer currency types, discount matrix and
credit control.
Keymas – K-Store warehousing/picking system, used by company supplying one of
the largest Supermarket chains.
Fully integrated with JAP CRM technical database and production systems.
Current Integration Projects:
-

Integration with Paperless document management system
Integration with Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Integration with Microsoft Office Outlook BCM
Integration with IBM Cognos
Integration with Goldmine CRM
Integration with ACT CRM
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